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Abstract

This paper describes and compares the numerical techniques for computing the Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) physic
NBI modules in several integrated modeling codes. The Monte-Carlo NUBEAM module and the Fokker–Planck NBI A
DBEAMS, FPP, and NBEAMS neutral beam injection modules are considered. Physics included in these modules is d
Resulting electron and ion power heating profiles and particle source profiles for the TFTR discharge 66887 and th
discharge 52009 are compared when computed with the NUBEAM, NBI ASTRA, DBEAMS and FPP modules.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

This paper describes and compares the techni
that are used in the numerical simulations of neu
beam injection (NBI), which is one of the major met
ods for auxiliary heating of tokamak plasmas. Acc
rate simulation of the heating profiles is crucial f
self-consistent integrated modeling of tokamak pl
mas, which is used for the interpretation of existi
experiments, testing theoretical hypothesis and p
ning future experiments.

✩ Supported by U.S. DOE contracts DE-AC02-76CH03073
DE-FG02-92-ER-5414.
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Physical models, approximations and numer
techniques are different in each NBI module, b
there are some physical processes that are inclu
in all NBI modules—neutral beam deposition, fast i
orbiting, and slowing down of fast ions. Fast inject
neutral particles are converted into fast ions wit
the plasma by impact ionizations and charge excha
processes. A large fraction of the resulting fast io
become trapped in the plasma confinement reg
while the remainder leave the plasma region and
the wall or the limiter. The process of following th
fast ions in magnetically confined plasmas is refer
as the fast ion orbiting. The fast ions slow down
transferring their energy and momentum to the ther
electrons and ions through collisions. Eventually,
fast ions become thermalized.
.

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/cpc
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Fast ion thermalization is described by the Fokk
Planck (FP) equation for the fast ion distributi
functionf (�r, �v, t):

(1)
df

dt
= L(f ) + S + Lnc(f ),

whereL(f ) is the Coulomb collision operator,S is the
fast ion source,Lnc(f ) is the operator that describe
redistribution of the fast ions due to non-Coulom
processes such as interaction with rf waves, sawto
oscillations, and magnetic ripple. The FP equation
be solved either by using a statistical Monte-Ca
(MC) method or by averaging the continuum equ
tion over gyro and banana orbits in phase space.
advantage of the MC method is that the representa
of complex physical processes is relatively straightf
ward. A disadvantage lies in the computational c
of reducing the statistical variance or “noise” in t
model results. Generally,N2 ions need to be followed
in order to reduce the statistical variance by a fac
of N .

Numerous approximations have been develo
for the solution of the continuum FP equation
phase space. Some of them allow derivation of
analytical solution for the fast particle distributio
function f (�r, �v, t), while others require compute
simulations. The nonlinear FP equation adequa
describes NBI heating and current drive. Howev
when computational speed is more important th
accuracy, a linearized version of the FP equation
be used. The linearized FP equation can be used fo
cases when the fraction of fast ions is relatively sm
(nb/ne � 1) and when the rate of the radial diffusio
is much smaller than the Coulomb slowing down,
that the fast ion distribution can be calculated on e
magnetic surface separately.

There are other important physical processes, w
are included in some NBI modules. Examples of su
processes are charge exchange loss and recaptu
slowing down fast ions, anomalous diffusion of fa
ions, the effects of large scale instabilities, the effe
of magnetic ripple, the effects of plasma rotation, a
the effects of finite Larmor radius (FLR).

Five NBI modules are considered in this paper. T
MC technique is used in the NUBEAM module[1],
which is an essential element in the TRANSP co
Numerical solution of the continuum FP equation
used for the NBI heating module in the ASTRA cod
f

the DBEAMS module in the BALDUR code, and
the FPP module in the TRANSP code. Finally, t
NBEAMS module uses analytical solution of the F
equation.

2. Neutral Beam Injection NUBEAM module in
the TRANSP code

The NUBEAM module from the TRANSP cod
[1,2] is a MC package for time dependent model
of fast ion species in an axisymmetric tokamak. T
MC package represents the fast ion slowing do
distribution function as a discreet set ofN weighted
model ions. The NUBEAM module follows the fa
ions until they slow down below(3/2)Ti , whereTi

is the temperature of the thermal ions. At energ
below (3/2)Ti the ions are then considered to
“thermalized” ions and are described in terms o
thermalization source function provided as an out
of the NUBEAM module.

The NUBEAM module takes into account multip
beamlines, each with its own beamline geometry an
beam composition by isotope and energy fracti
The NUBEAM module computes the trajectory
neutral atoms and fast ion orbits. The evaluation
beam deposition takes into account the full ran
of atomic processes that affect beam stopping i
hot target plasma. The neutral beam stopping ato
physics includes collisions with partially slowed dow
fast ion species with anoption for a neutral beam
excitation correction. After deposition of fast ions
the plasma, the modeling associated with their slow
down includes anomalous diffusion of fast ions, t
effects of large scale instabilities, and the effe
of magnetic ripple. A FLR correction accounts f
FLR displacement from a guiding center to the act
particle position. The model also includes cha
exchange loss and recapture of slowing down fast i
The effects of target plasma rotation on fast part
deposition, slowing down, and beam–target fus
rates are considered. The module accounts for mul
fast ion species that can bepresent, either due to bea
injection of energetic neutral particles or as a res
of the product of nuclear fusion reactions. The s
consistent treatment of the fusion product ions allo
for the simulation of alpha particle effects, whic
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can be potentially important for ‘next-step’ tokama
such as ITER.

The NUBEAM module has been recently extrac
from the TRANSP code, using the standards of N
tional Transport Code Collaboration (NTCC), and
available in the NTCC module library[3].

3. Neutral Beam Injection module in the ASTRA
code

For the calculation of the beam deposition p
files within the magnetically confined plasma, the A
TRA NBI module[4] uses a multiple pencil-beaml
method for an appropriate computation of the c
tinuous power distribution within the real NBI beam
lets. For the neutral beam stopping cross section in
range of the high energiesE = 100÷10000 keV/amu,
the approximation in Ref.[5] is used. This approxima
tion takes into account multistep processes (excita
and ionization) in the multispecies plasmas that
expected in a fusion reactor with negative-ion-ba
NBI. For the range of energiesE < 100 keV/amu,
which is typical for present day experiments, conv
tional neutral beam stopping cross sections[6] by ion
and electron impact and charge exchange are u
The fast ion orbit analysis and gyro motion avera
ing are considered only in the “first orbit” approxim
tion. The orbital losses and the losses of fast ions
to magnetic ripple are associated exclusively with
rect trapping of the original fast ions in the loss co
or “banana” ion in the ripple loss cone. Ions with ori
inal orbits trapped within the plasma are conside
as trapped on the same magnetic surfaces during
whole slowing down process. There are two versi
of FP solver in the ASTRA NBI module. The firs
one uses an analytical solution of the steady state lin
earized FP equation, which takes into account only
drag force. This solver is very fast and gives reas
able results for plasmas with cold ions and a small
ion fraction. The other version is a linearized time d
pendent 2D in velocity space FP solver. This sol
uses linearization by direct subtraction of the therm
ized ions from the fast-ion component at every ti
step. Thermalized ions are further considered as
thermal ion source. Note that the ASTRA code do
not consider ionization of neutrals that are produ
by charge exchange of fast ions as a source of e
.

trons and ions. The later version of the FP sol
takes into account charge exchange losses of fast
and finite orbit width effects in the “first orbit” ap-
proximation. The linearized time dependent 2D
solver is supposed to be more accurate for pla
with high ion temperature and small fast ion fra
tion. In this study, the ASTRA code version 5.3 wi
the NBI ASTRA module release 2 (August 2003)
used.

4. Neutral Beam Injection DBEAMS module in
the BALDUR code

The DBEAMS module in the BALDUR code i
based on the revised FREYA package[7]. The mod-
ule accounts for realistic beamline geometry, incl
ing the focal length of the beams and the fractio
energy components. The DBEAMS module calcula
the source distribution function of the neutral be
particles at the pivot point. The beams are rep
sented as a combination of individual beamlets, wh
propagate along straight lines without divergence. T
tokamak plasma is divided into a fixed number
zones, with plasma parameters considered to be
stant within each zone. Impact ionizations by el
trons, charge-exchange collisions, and ion impact
ization from thermal and beam–beam ion interaction
are considered during the calculation of the source
tribution function for fast ions. The Coulomb sca
tering and slowing down of fast ions are describ
by a FP equation with a collision operator that
cludes the drag by electrons and ions and pitch
gle scattering. Some effects related to the NBI he
ing are not in the DBEAMS module, but are im
plemented in other parts of the BALDUR code. F
example, the redistribution of fast particles due
sawtooth crashes is in the sawtooth section of
code.

5. FPP module in the TRANSP code

The FPP module[8] in the TRANSP code is a mod
ule that solves the FP equation to simulate the
ions produced by NBI or ICRF heating. In TRANS
for example, the code calls the deposition subrout
of NUBEAM to calculate the fast ion source to b
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provided to FPP. FPP then uses this beam depos
source distribution in the solution of the FP equat
in the small banana width limit. The FPP module c
culates the fast ion distribution functionf (E,µ, r, t)

as a function of energyE, pitch angleµ, minor radius
r, and timet . FPP includes the bounce-averagedqu
linear RF heating operator and radial transport mod
as well as the collisional thermalization operator. T
module utilizes a conservatively-differenced opera
splitting technique to solve the FP equation. The m
ule makes use of more simplified assumptions t
the NUBEAM module. In particular, the recapturin
of fast ions is modeled by reducing charge-excha
cross-section by 50%. Charge exchange with ne
injected beam neutrals is ignored. FPP also igno
the possibility of particles that are trapped in the in
magnetic well caused by indented plasmas. These
sumptions are sufficient for many cases and they
vide significant gain in computational time compar
with the NUBEAM module.

6. Neutral Beam Injection NBEAMS module

The NBEAMS module[9] is a relatively simple
and fast neutral beam heating and current drive m
ule that was originally developed at Georgia Tech
the SuperCode. The neutral beam deposition mo
employed by the module uses pencil-beamlet te
niques and takes into account the elongation of
flux surfaces. Geometry of the injection system su
as beam focal length, beam divergence, and beam
aperture is included through appropriate selection
the Gaussian power distribution functions. An ana
ical solution[10] of the FP equation in the appro
imation of the uniform field is used to describe t
thermalization of fast ions. This approach neglects
beam current density due to energy diffusion of the
ions and possible trapping of the fast ions. The res
ing fast distribution functionf (�r, �v, t) is used to cal-
culate neutral beam power deposition to thermal e
trons and ions, neutral beam current drive, fast ion d
sity and pressure, and fusion reaction rates for be
target interactions, which contribute to the total fus
power as well as neutron production. The NBEAM
module is a part of the NTCC module library[3].
-

7. Comparison of the modules for Neutral Beam
Injection

The following criteria are used during the compa
son of the NBI modules:

– Total power absorption by electrons and ion
and current drive. Figs. 1 and 2compare powe
and particle density sources computed with
NUBEAM, ASTRA, DBEAMS, and FPP code
for supershot TFTR discharge 66887[11] and
ELMy H-mode JET discharge 52009[12], respec-
tively. All four modules produce similar profiles

– Physics that is included or missing from t
module. A summary of the physics included
the NUBEAM, ASTRA, DBEAMS, FPP, and
NBEAMS modules is given inTable 1.1 The
physics that is included in each module and the
plicability of approximations and numerical tec
niques that are used within each module de
whether or not that module can be used for pres
and future tokamak discharges. There are so
limitations which are inherent to the approxim
tions that are used by the modules. For exam
solutions of linearized FP equation are not ac
rate for discharge with large fractions of bea
particles. Some NBI modules can compute cro
sections only for energies below 200 keV/amu,
which limits their applicability to modeling only
positive-ion-based NBI.

– Computational speed of the module. Fig. 3shows
the CPU time distribution between different phy
ical modules during the simulation of the JET d
charge 52009 using either the NUBEAM or FP
modules in the TRANSP code. This TRANS
simulation of 13 s of discharge time on a s
gle processor Intel Pentium IV 2 GHz compu
running under Redhat Linux 7.2 operation sy
tem with FPP module took about 2 h of CP
time, compared with 7 h of CPU time when th
NUBEAM module was used.2 A simulation of

1 Note that the FPP module uses deposition sources from
NUBEAM module.

2 Note that since the FPP module requires deposition sou
computed within the NUBEAM module, and the interface betwee
the FPP and the new NUBEAM modules is not completely es
lished yet, a version of the TRANSP code from January 2001
used for this comparison within a single transport code.
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Fig. 1. NBI profiles of power and particle sources for the TFTR discharge 66887 at 3.9 s.

Fig. 2. NBI profiles of power and particle source for the JET discharge 52009 at 20 s.
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de.
Table 1
Physics included (+) or missing (−) in the NUBEAM, ASTRA NBI, DBEAMS, FPP, and NBEAMS modules

NUBEAM ASTRA DBEAMS FPP NBEAMS

Beamline geometry + + + + +
Beam composition + + + + +
CX losses and recapture of fast ions + − − − −
Losses of fast ions to the walls + + + + +
Finite orbit width effects + − − − −
Finite Larmor radius corrections + + − − −
Effect of magnetic ripple + + + − −
Effect of fishbone instabilities + − − + −
Effect of sawtooth oscillations + − + + −
Effect of plasma rotation + − − + −
Heating rates + + + + +
Momentum sources + + − + −
Current source + + + + +
Particle sources + + + + +
Energy diffusion of fast ions + + − + −
Anomalous diffusion of fast ions + − + + −
ICRF resonant fast ions − − − + −
Atomic reaction rates + + + + +
Effect of excitation collisions + + − − −
Beam stopping on beam ions + − − − −
Multiple fast species supported + + + − −
Fusion product ions + − − − −
Beam–target fusion + + + + +
Beam–beam fusion + − − − −

Fig. 3. CPU time distribution during simulation of the JET discharge 52009 with the NUBEAM and FPP NBI modules in the TRANSP co
kes
BI
A

nd

r-
ut-

ith
.
ed
the NBI physics in the same JET discharge ta
about 3 minutes of the CPU time when the N
module is called every 250 ms in the ASTR
code.

– Smoothness of the resulting power profiles a
fast ion distributions; reproducibility of the re-
sulting profiles. These characteristics are impo
tant when MC algorithms are used for comp
ing the NBI heating. For example,Fig. 4 shows
several NB ion heating profiles computed w
the NUBEAM module within the TRANSP code
Three profiles, N00, N01, and N02, are obtain
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Fig. 4. Reproducibility of ion heating profiles for the JET discha
52009 computed with the MC NUBEAM module in the TRANS
code.

with the same NUBEAM input. The average sta
dard deviation is about 3% in these cases. T
standard deviation is related exclusively with t
characteristics of random number generator
number of MC particles used in each simulatio
For the fourth profile M00, the number of MC pa
ticles is increased from default values used for
JET simulations. In particular, the number of M
particles per beam ion specie is increased fr
5000 to 20000, number of MC particles per fusi
product specie is increased from 100 to 500, a
minimum number of deposition tracks per bea
specie is increased from 500 to 1000.
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